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� A mixed ionic electronic conductor NBSCF was tuned as an electrolyte via BZCY.

� The 10 wt% BZCY effectively suppressed the electronic conductivity of NBSCF.

� BZCYeNBSCF cell exhibited an enhanced ionic conductivity of 0.16 S cm�1 at 550 �C.

� BZCYeNBSCF cell showed a power density of 470 mW cm�2 at 550 �C.

� The interfacial conduction could take a crucial role in the ion transporting process.
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An ionic-conducting electrolyte mainly governs the solid oxide fuel cell performance. In

this work, a mixed conductor NdBa0.5Sr0.5Co1.5Fe0.5O5þd was tuned as an electrolyte via

compositing with a proton conductor BaZr0.3Ce0.6Y0.1O3- d (BZCY), which realizes an ionic

conductivity of 0.16 S cm�1 at 550 �C along with fuel cell power density of 470 mW cm�2.

The 10 wt.% proton conducting BZCY can not only effectively block the electronic con-

ductivity of NBSCF, but also greatly improve its ionic conductivity and the corresponding

device’s power output. The interfacial conduction could take a crucial role in the ion

transporting process of BZCY-NBSCF composite. These interfaces or nanoscale grain

boundaries formed amongst two phases keep excellent capability for designing and

creating high performance electrochemical devices along with high-power density.

© 2020 Hydrogen Energy Publications LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) desire a swift ion transportation

in electrodes and electrolytes to rapid up fuel cell efficiency for

the beneficial power outputs and long term durability [1e6].

Nowadays, the exploration for electrolyte materials with
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higher ionic conductivity in the low temperature range (less

than 600 �C) is a main step towards dropping the operation

temperature of fuel cells, which is currently above 700 �C, as
conventional SOFC using yttrium stabilized zirconia (YSZ)

used for electrolyte necessitates operates at high temperature

i.e. 800-1000 �C to obtain an enough ionic conductivity, which

results in high expenses and lack of commercialization
evier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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viability [7e12]. Proton conductingmaterials, because of lower

activation energy than O2� conduction, high ionic conductiv-

ity and theoretical electrical efficiency in the targeted low

temperature range, are favorable materials for electrolyte in

SOFCs [13]. Recently a composite membrane consisting of

semiconductor NCAL (Ni0.8Co0.15Al0.05LiO2-d) and

(Ce0.8Sm0.2O2-d -Na2CO3) as electrolyte, was reported to act as

the electrolyte layer in a new fuel cell technology and

exhibited significantly upgraded performance as compared to

conventional fuel cell [14]. For example, the heterostructure

formation between the mixed ionic electronic conductor

(MIEC) BaCo0.4Fe0.4Zr0.1Y0.1O3-d and a semiconductor ZnO can

significantly attain super ionic conductivity and high cell

performance at 500 �C [2].

Amongst the semiconductor materials, the layered perov-

skite oxide materials have drawnmuch attention as favorable

cathode materials for low temperature solid oxide fuel cells

(LTSOFCs) because of their significantly fast oxygen reduced

reaction kinetics and high electrical conductivities [15e18].

These Layered perovskite oxides keep a typical formula of

AA’B2O5þd, in which A can be a trivalent lanthanide ion (Nd,

Sm, Pr, Gd and Pr); A0 can be Sr or Ba, and B can be the first row

transition metal element (B ¼Mn, Cu, Fe, Co, Ni, etc.) [19].

Consequently, a beneficial channel is created through the AOd

layer, by the mean of which oxygen ion diffusivity enhances

due to the reduced oxygen bonding energy, through the

lanthanide layer [20,21]. Due to the fast oxygen kinetics and

advantageous electrochemical properties Co rich layered pe-

rovskites i.e. LnBaCo2O5þd, also have garnered extensive

consideration in this field [15,16]. Recently, cation-ordered

double-perovskite structures such as NBSCF as an electrode

has attracted much attention due to its easier oxygen ion

diffusion, faster surface oxygen exchange and higher elec-

trical conductivity at lower temperatures than simple perov-

skite cathode materials. In addition, it displayed excellent

stabilities and compatibility with the proton-conducting

electrolyte [22e26]. Besides the fact that, Cobalt rich layered

perovskites usually show bad long-term fuel cell stability

performance. Hence, numerous ion exchange effects are

being considered in efforts to improve their stability and

performance [17].

Particularly, between the considered cathodes, Fe and Sr

co-doped double perovskite oxides show exceptional electro-

chemical performance, long-term stability and electrical

conductivity outputs [19]. On the other side, among the

discovered proton-conducting oxides used as electrolytes,

BaCe1_xZrxY0.1O2.95 (0 < x < 1) materials are reported as the

most favorable candidates for proton conducting SOFC ap-

plications because of their fast proton movement and rela-

tively high conductivity [27e29]. In this study, we further

develop the promising triple-conducting NBSCF composited

with BaZr0.1Ce0.7Y0.2O3-d used as an electrolyte for LTSOFCs.

We investigated its properties from two aspects: 1) ionic

conductivity in electrolyte process; 2) electrochemical prop-

erties, to improve and develop advanced LTSOFCs. The

observed performances and measured results suggest excel-

lent ionic conductivity in the BZCY-NBSCF composite mem-

brane, which tends to insight semiconductor/ionic composite

perspectives to design advanced electrolytes for LTSOFC with

high performance.
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Experimental

Materials synthesis

All the chemical agents were purchased from Sinopharm

chemical reagent co. LTD, including Nd (NO3)3$6H2O, Sr (NO3)2,

Co (NO3)2$6H2O, Ba (NO3)2, Fe (NO3)3$6H2O, citric acid and

ethylene glycol. NBSCF (NdBa0.5Sr0.5Co1.5Fe0.5O5þd) was syn-

thesized by using the Pichini method. Proper amounts of Nd

(NO3)3$6H2O, Ba (NO3)2, Sr (NO3)2, Co (NO3)2$6H2O and Fe

(NO3)3$6H2O were added and dissolved in distilled water with

appropriate amounts of citric acid and ethylene glycol to

prepare a gel. The prepared solution was heated and com-

busted to get required powder, and then calcinated at 600 �C
for 4 h to obtain pure phase NBSCF. Material for electrolyte

-functional layers was synthesized by using an altered Pechini

process. The as-prepared NBSCF and Ba, Zr, Ce, and Y metal

nitrates were dissolved in distilled water (the designed weight

ratio between added NBSCF and BZCY was 9:1) and citric acid

was added as a reacting agent. The solution was stirred and

heated at 70 �C for 2 h. The compositionwas supposed to be Ba

(Zr0.1Ce0.7Y0.2) O3-d. Ethylene glycol (Aldrich, 99%) as a poly-

merization agent was added to the solution. The attained so-

lution was heated at 250 �C for 4 h, and a dark grey-black

colored ash was found. Finally, the resulting ash was succes-

sively calcined at 1000 �C for 3 h to yield BZCY-NBSCF

composition powder.

Fuel cell fabrication

The configuration of fabricated fuel Cells was Ni-NCAL (Ni0.8-
Co0.15Al0.05LiO2)/BZCY-NBSCF/NCAL-Ni, where the BZCY-

NBSCF composite was pressed in the middle of two Ni-NCAL

round foams. The cell was assembled by one step pressing

under a load of 200 MPa to make a symmetrical cell having

thickness of 1 mm and diameter of 13 mmwith an active area

of 0.64 cm2. The NCAL powder was purchased from Tianjin

Bamo Science &Technology Joint Stock Ltd., China. Then a

slurry was prepared by mixing the NCAL powder with

terpineol and ethanol, which was brushed on one side of

nickel foam (1.5 mm thick, 98% porosity); finally, the Ni-NCAL

coating was kept at 60 �C for 2 h to remove the terpineol and

ethanol. The resulting NCAL-pasted Ni foam (NCAL-Ni) was

obtained for electrodes together with the current collector. A

symmetrical fuel cell was fabricated using the homogeneous

layer of BZCY-NBSCF compacted between two pieces of NCAL-

Ni electrodes under 200 MPa uniaxial load for 10 s into one

pellet. The fabrication of two fuel cells was in symmetrical

configuration of NCAL-Ni/NBSCF/NCAL-Ni and NCAL-Ni/

BZCY-NBSCF/NCAL-Ni respectively. Before tests, the fuel

cells were kept at 550 �C for 1 h, then the fuel cell performance

was measured with hydrogen as fuel and air as oxidant at

atmospheric pressure in a hydrogen flow of 100 ml min�1 and

air flow of 110 ml min�1 respectively.

Material characterizations

The X-ray diffraction (XRD) characterization of the samples

was carried out by using a Bruker D8eFOCUS X-ray
ixed conductor NdBa0.5Sr0.5Co1.5Fe0.5O5þd for electrolyte functions
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diffractometer (Germany) to identify the phases of NBSCF and

composite samples. The sample morphologies and micro-

structures were examined by a Tecnai G2 F30 transmission

electron microscope (TEM, FEI, USA) functioning at an accel-

eration voltage of 300 kV to get high resolution transmission

electron microscopy (HRTEM) images and scanning electron

microscopy (SEM) (SU8010, Hitachi Japan). An environmental

scanning electron microscope armed with an energy disper-

sive X-ray spectroscope (EDX, SU8010, Hitachi, japan) was also

employed for the microstructure of the samples and their

chemical element investigation. Elemental composition in-

formation was clarified using X-ray photoelectron spectros-

copy (XPS) investigation that was carried out by using an

Escalab 250Xi (Thermo Scientific, Mass, USA). The EIS spec-

troscopy (electrochemical impedance spectra) were conduct-

ed by means of an electric chemical workstation (Zennium E,

Zahner, Germany) between 550 �C and 490 �C. The applied

frequency ranged was from 1 MHz to 0.01 Hz with a bias

voltage of 10mV. In addition, a digital instrument (ITECH8511,

ITECH Electrical Co., LTD.) was applied to determine IeP

(current-power) and IeV (current-voltage) characteristics.
Results and discussions

Crystalline structure and morphology

The attained XRD patterns of as-synthesized NBSCF, BZCY

and BZCY-NBSCF composite are shown in Fig. 1a. The

diffraction peaks of pure NBSCF and BZCY well correspond to

perovskite structures without any impurities. In BZCY-NBSCF
Fig. 1 e (a) XRD patterns of NBSCF, BZCY and BZCY-NBSCF comp

TEM image of BZCY-NBSCF composite, (d) HRTEM image of BZC
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all diffraction peaks of the composite can be allocated to

NBSCF and BZCY, evincing that the two phases co-existed in

the composite and no objectionable reaction happened during

the synthesis process. The crystallite size (d) was calculated by

the following Eq. (1).

d ¼ Kl/(b cosq) (1)

here, K is a constant i.e. 0.9; q, the peak position; b, peak

width at half maximum intensity; l, the wavelength of the

radiation, respectively. The calculated average crystallite size

of the NBSCF powder is observed to be 19 nm. SEM (scanning

electron microscope) and TEM (transmission electron micro-

scope) are employed to inspect the structure and morphology

of BZCY-NBSCF composite where the particles are tightly

agglomerated which is revealed by SEM (in Fig. 1b). Fig. 1c

provides TEM image of the composite to portray its homoge-

neous distribution of nanoscale particles. It is clearly seen that

the contacts are produced among these particles or grains. In

the typical high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) image of the BZCY-

NBSCF (Fig. 1d) it can be seen that the distinct crystalline

fringes having lattice spacing of 0.22 nm matches to the (112)

crystalline plane of NBSCF and lattice spacing of 0.31 nm

matches to the (002) crystalline plane of BZCY are also

observed. Consequently, the interfaces between BZCY and

NBSCF are clearly recognized, as marked in the images, and

continuous interfaces are established.

The energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS) map scan at

scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) model

was performed to further identify the distribution and diffu-

sion of elements in the interface. Fig. 2(bek) reveal that Ba, Ce,
osite, (b) SEM image of BZCY-NBSCF composite powder, (c)

Y-NBSCF composite.

ixed conductor NdBa0.5Sr0.5Co1.5Fe0.5O5þd for electrolyte functions
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Fig. 2 e Chemical characterization of element environment change. (a) HRTEM image of BZCY-NBSCF composite particles,

(bek) The EDS mapping of HRTEM for BZCY-NBSCF composite.
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Co, Fe, Nd, O, Sr, Y and Zr elements are uniformly distributed

throughout the particles in the selected region.

XPS was carried out to further determine the electron state

of elements of the composite. Fig. 3a presents the survey

spectra of NBSCF and BZCY-NBSCF samples. Ba, Ce, Co, Fe, Nd,

O, Sr, Y and Zr main elements can be observed in the sample;

C element is likely remained from the surfactant during the

synthesis procedure. The O 1s spectrum illustrated in Fig. 3b

indicates that the oxygen element chemical environment in

NBSCF and BZCY-NBSCF is significantly different, which is

deduced from the divergence of peak position and shape. The

O 1s spectrum is elaborately divided into lattice oxygen (OL)

and the chemical absorbed oxygen (OC) [30,31]. The concen-

tration of chemical absorbed oxygen is correlated with the

number of oxygen vacancies which serve as defects to provide

active sites for oxygen ions transport. As shown in Fig. 3b the

discrepancy of the lattice oxygen’s position is correlated to the

divergence in the chemical environment in the material. Be-

sides, the ratio of Area2:Area1 in BZCY-NBSCF is 0.32 which is

larger in comparisonwith those of NBSCF (0.25), indicating the

increase of the oxygen vacancies in BZCY-NBSCF composite. It

is significant noting that the additional oxygen vacancies are

advantageous for promotion on catalyst activity of materials

[32].
Fig. 3 e (a) XPS spectra of NBSCF and BZCY-NBSCF compos
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Fuel cell performance

The current-power density (IeP) and current-voltage (IeV)

characteristic tests of the electrolyte functionality of the pure

phase NBSCF and the BZCY-NBSCF composite in LTSOFC, is

shown in Fig. 4a. As it can be seen the devices attained the

highest power density of 220 mW cm�2 and 470 mW cm�2 at

550 �C for pure NBSCF and BZCY-NBSCF composite, respec-

tively. The results proved that the incorporation of 10% BZCY

can significantly enhance the fuel cell performance. This

enhancement is primarily due to the improved proton trans-

portation in the electrolyte; Moreover, during the fuel cell

operation, protons can be electrochemically injected in the

NBSCF or BZCY-NBSCF electrolyte, and the proton movement

can lessen the resistance at the interface of the electrolyte/

electrode in the fuel cell device. Consequently, the ion con-

duction of Hþ/O2� may be a case, which is counted as a more

attractive candidate for LTSOFCs, e.g. ceria-carbonate elec-

trolyte [33]. Fig. 4b shows the power outputs of the BZCY-

NBSCF fuel cell operated at different temperatures. At 550 �C
the power density and voltage were found to be 470 mW cm�2

and 1.0 V respectively. Further gradually reducing the tem-

perature from 550 to 490 �C, the power densities decline and

the corresponding OCVs also slightly decline, but
ite, (b) O 1s scan of NBSCF and BZCY-NBSCF samples.

ixed conductor NdBa0.5Sr0.5Co1.5Fe0.5O5þd for electrolyte functions
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Fig. 4 e (a) Comparing the IeV and IeP curve of fuel cell based on pure NBSCF and BZCY-NBSCF composite, (b) IeV and IeP

curve of fuel cell based on BZCY-NBSCF composite at different temperature, (c) cross-section SEM image of the fuel cell with

BZCY-NBSCF composite electrolyte after fuel cell operation at 550 �C with the magnified view.
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100 mW cm�2 and above 0.9 V can be reached at 490 �C to

indicate good LTSOFC performances. However, the SEM cross-

section image of the cell with BZCY-NBSCF electrolyte after

fuel cell operation is given in Fig. 4c, where the three layers of

relatively dense electrolyte, porous cathode and anode are

shown.

Electrochemical and electrical conductivity analysis

The underlying conductivity change at the pure NBSCF and

BZCY-NBSCF composite is represented by electrochemical

impedance spectra (EIS) in Fig. 5. It is obvious from Fig. 5 that

at 550 �C the ohm resistance values (Ro) of cells having pure

NBSCF and BZCY-NBSCF composite as electrolytes are

0.44 U cm2 and 0.185 U cm2, respectively. Fig. 5b exhibits the

representative EIS of BZCY-NBSCF fuel cell tested in H2/air at

490, 520, and 550 �C under open-circuit conditions. These EIS

data are fitted with an equivalent circuit of Ro (R1Q1) (R2Q2)

(Fig. 5b), and all the simulated resistivities are summed up in

Table 1. In this equivalent circuit, at high frequencies the

intercept on the real axis (Z’) empirically relate to Ro and on

the other hand the R1Q1 and R2Q2 represent the grain bound-

ary behavior at intermediate frequency and electrode polari-

zation process of electrode at low frequency, respectively

[2,34]. It principally originates from the resistance of electro-

lyte layer, counting the electronic and ionic resistances, which

was found to be 0.185, 0.28 and 0.32 U cm2 at 550, 520 and

490 �C, respectively for the BZCY-NBSCF composite. Besides,

small grain-boundary resistances indicate the high conduc-

tivity of BZCY-NBSCF at 490e550 �C, which could be attributed

to the advent of the high ionic conductive phase significantly

reducing the grain boundary resistances of the composite by
Please cite this article as: Akbar N et al., Tuning an ionic-electronic m
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introducing BCZY proton conductor. To study the effect of

proton injection on the fuel cell performance, we analyzed the

EIS results before and after proton injection i.e. in air/air at-

mosphere and H2/air atmosphere respectively, where we

observed that the conductivity experienced a transition from

very low intrinsic electronic conduction of 2.6� 10�4 S cm�1 of

BZCY-NBSCF nanocomposite in air (Fig. 5c) to a colossal con-

duction transition above 3 orders of magnitude to reach

0.16 S cm�1 in fuel cell environment at 550 �C (as shown in

Fig. 5b).

Fig. 6a shows that the temperature dependence for ionic

conductivity of the BZCY-NBSCF sample. By considering the

simulated R0 and R1 at various temperatures, the total con-

ductivity (st) of BZCY-NBSCF is calculated. Additionally, the

ionic resistance of BZCY-NBSCF can be attained using the

slope of the linear part in themeasured IeV curves (Fig. 4b), as

that the linear part in the middle region mirrors ohmic po-

larization which is mainly related to the resistance of ion

transportation in the electrolyte [35]. Therefore, the ionic

conductivity of BZCY-NBSCF was obtained to be 0.16 S cm�1 at

550 �C. The activation energy (Ea) was calculated from the

following Eq. (2):

s¼A exp

�
�Ea

kT

�
(2)

where s corresponds to conductivity; A is pre-exponent factor;

k is donating Boltzmann constant; T is representing absolute

temperature. Fig. 6b shows the temperature dependence for

total conductivities of the BZCY-NBSCF composite. From

which, we can extricate the activation energy (Ea) of BZCY-

NBSCF composite is 0.45 eV at a temperature range of 550 to

490 �C. These results reveals that by introducing a proton
ixed conductor NdBa0.5Sr0.5Co1.5Fe0.5O5þd for electrolyte functions
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Fig. 5 e Impedance spectra of (a) pure NBSCF and BZCY-NBSCF composite with NCAL electrodes operating at 550 �C, (b)
BZCY-NBSCF composite fuel cell with NCAL electrodes at different temperatures in H2/air conditions, (c) BZCY-NBSCF

composite fuel cell under air/air atmosphere before fuel cell operation at 550 �C.

Table 1 e Equivalent circuit analysis results of EIS of the
cell based on BZCY-NBSCF composite at 550-490 �C in H2/
air condition.

Temperature (�C) R0 (U cm2) R1 (U cm2) R2 (U cm2)

550 0.185 0.045 0.372

520 0.28 0.0457 0.92

490 0.32 0.05 0.98
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conductor (10wt.%) can effectively enhance ionic conductivity

along with the mobile ion concentration, by exhibiting a low

activation energy for ion transportation and giving rise to a
Fig. 6 e Total and ionic conductivities of BZCY-N
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better fuel cell performance, which suggests that the designed

composite with BZCY has an interesting mechanism of ion

transportation which deserves for continuous study in future

work.

Based on above results, the ionic conductivity of NBSCF has

been significantly enhanced by compositing with BZCY.

Consequently, the interfacial conduction could take a crucial

role in studying the ion transport mechanism in BZCY-NBSCF

composite, as in the interface region (Fig. 7), the defect con-

centrations are much higher than that in the bulk, thus the

interface supplies high conductivity pathways for ionic
BSCF as a function of 1000/T at 490e550 �C.

ixed conductor NdBa0.5Sr0.5Co1.5Fe0.5O5þd for electrolyte functions
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Fig. 7 e Ion transport mechanism of BZCY-NBSCF.
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transportation and conduction. In addition, the created in-

terfaces and nanoscale grain boundaries between two phases

have great capacity for designing and manufacturing elec-

trochemical devices with high efficiency and high-power

output. Especially in nanocomposite, this interfacial effect is

dominant in overall ionic transport. This can explain the

greatly enhanced conductivity of BZCY-NBSCF composite

compared to the single phase NBSCF electrolyte [36e38]. The

nano-composite BZCY-NBSCF undeniably exhibits high po-

tential on the way to energy conversion: As NBSCF is a triple

ionic conductor, and BZCY has dominant proton conduction

and electron blocking ability, the intersection of these two

phases at the nano-scale may generate excessive defects

(oxygen vacancies/surface oxygen-ions) i.e. interfaces, as a

result the overall electronic conduction of the material sup-

presses giving raise to the enhanced ionic conductivity and

the cell performance [21,39]. It is also found by Tao et al. that

the electron-blocking ability of the composite is highly

dependent on the amount of BaCeO3 and increased with

increasing BaCeO3 content at the grain boundary interface [40]

Associated to the bulk structure, exceptional properties of

nanostructured components aremainly due to a huge number

of interface-defects which corresponds to the heterogenous

composite [38,41].
Conclusion

We tuned NBSCF material to be ionic conducting electrolyte

and further developed the high-performance BZCY-NBSCF

composite electrolyte by introducing 10 wt.% BCZY proton

conductors. Using BZCY to form the heterogenous composite

with the NBSCF improve the fuel cell performance up to

470 mW cm�2 which is more than twice as compared to the

pure NBSCF and the ionic conductivity reaches 0.16 S cm�1.

This study presents a strong indication to support the better

ionic transport and fuel cell performance. This work leads a

new approach to design and develop advanced materials and

devices for SOFCs.
Please cite this article as: Akbar N et al., Tuning an ionic-electronic m
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